INITIAL C H A N G E IN B L A C K F O O T
B Y A L L A N R. TAYLOR*

1. One of the more interesting problems of Algonkian morphophon
that which Bloomfield has termed "initial change."1 In the languages described
by Bloomfield this feature was a phenomenon of certain prefixless initial
syllables of dependent m o d e verbal stems and participles. It is particularly
important to give a short description of this feature in Blackfoot both because
it was never discussed by Uhlenbeck in his grammar, 2 and because the feature
in Blackfoot differs in several interesting ways from its equivalent in other
Algonkian languages.
Virtually all root morphemes in Blackfoot have different shapes when the
root is in initial as opposed to medial position in a construct. It is not m y
intention here to attempt to describe this complex allomorphy, for in order to
do this adequately, with citation of the numerous necessary forms, a great deal
of time would be required. W h a t I propose to do, however, is to discuss those
types of vowel alternations which are restricted to initial syllables of certain
finite verbal forms and are, at least in part, cognate with the phenomena described by Bloomfield and others.
2. Before turning to a consideration of initial change in Blackfoot, it would
be well to review briefly the situation as it exists in other Algonkian languages
for which modern descriptions are available. I shall present statements, with
examples when available, for Proto-Central-Algonkian, Fox, Menomini,
Ojibwa, Potawatomi, Cree, and Delaware. Potawatomi data are from Hockett,
"Potawatomi"; Cree data are from Ellis, Spoken Cree, volume I; Delaware data
are from Voegelin, "Delaware, an Eastern Algonquian Language"; and the
remainder are from publications of Bloomfield.
2.1. For Proto-Central-Algonkian, initial change is discussed in paragraph 45
of "Algonquian." According to his summary, /a/ and /e/ were replaced by
/ee/, /o/ by /oo/; to a long vowel /ay/ was prefixed. Bloomfield gives only one
P C A example, unchanged /e/ alternating with changed /ee/: *ne 9 0aawa 'he
was killed,' changed *nee90enci 'when he was killed.'
2.2. Bloomfield discusses initial change in F o x in paragraph 93 of his 1925—
1927 restatement of William Jones's grammar of Fox. In initial change /a/ and /e/
(initially /i/) are replaced by /ee/; the vowel /o/ is replaced by /wee/. Long vowels
remain unchanged. For examples of F o x and the remaining languages, see the
accompanying tables.
2.3. In his posthumously published grammars of Ojibwa and Menomini,
Bloomfield gives summaries of initial change with examples. For Menomini
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the statement, paragraphs 4.73 through 4.79 of Menomini, is as follows: /a/
and I el are replaced by /«•/; initial /o/ is replaced by /we-/, non-initial /o/ is
lengthened to /o-/; initial /ya-/ has /a/ prefixed to it; consonant plus /wa-/
and consonant plus /ya-/ have consonant plus /ay/ and /wa-/ or /ya-/; all
long vowels except these special instances of/a-/ have an /ay/ prefixed to them.
2.4. The summary for Ojibwa appears in paragraph 4.2 of Eastern Ojibwa.
Before /a-/ or /e-/ the syllable /ay/ is added, and if the unchanged initial syllabel begins with /w/, the /w/ is dropped before the added /ay/; /i-/ is replaced
by /a-/, /o-/ by /wa-/; /a/ and /i/ are replaced by Je-/, and /o/ by /we-/.
2.5. Potawatomi initial change, termed ablaut by Hockett, is discussed in
paragraph 7.11 of "Potawatomi"; /a/ and /e/ show n o change, /i/ and constant
/o/ are replaced by /a/, /u/, w h e n not lost, is replaced by /e/ (if initial, by / 9 e/);
/o/ alternating with 0 is replaced by /we/ w h e n initial, but w h e n not lost medially
it shows no change.
2.6. The Cree summary and examples are from Chapter 19, pages 15,16, and
24, of Spoken Cree? The alternations, cast in Bloomfield's descriptive style for
the sake of uniformity, are as follows: /i-/ is replaced by /a-/, /o-/ by /wa-/;
/e-/ and /a-/ have the syllable /iy/ prefixed to the long vowel, /i/ and /a/ are
replaced by /e-/, /o/ is replaced by /we-/.
2.7. The statement for Delaware and the examples are from paragraphs 4.1,
4.9, and 4.11 of "Delaware." For Delaware, Voegelin states: "In initial syllable
change, characteristic of the participle m o d e , thefirstvowel of a syllable is
replaced by -e--."
2.8. A restatement of all these alternations, with the exception of those in
Delaware, is given below in an integrated Table. Transcriptions have been
normalized for uniformity. T h e unchanged form of the vowel is as it appeared
in P C A , but footnotes to the Table specify any differences from this in the
present-day languages.
T A B L E 1. Integrated table of alternations—excluding Blackfoot, Delaware

Unchanged

i-*
eQ. *

ae*
a*
0

Changed

PCA

FOX

MENOMINI

POTAWATOMI

ayiayeayoaya-

ieoaeewe-

ayeayeayoaya-

a
e
a
a
e
e

eeo-

€•
€•

we--o--

* i- Menomini: both/i•/and/e•/.
o- Menomini: both/o 7 and/u 7e
Fox: /i/ initially, /e/ medially.
Potawatomi: /u/.
Ojibwa: /i/.
Cree: /i/.
a
Potawatomi: /u/.
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we-0-

OJIBWA

CREE

a-

a-

aye-

rye-

wa-

wa-

aya-

iya-

eewe-

eewe-

3. Initial change in Blackfoot has two major characteristics:
1) T h e alternations are restricted to certain roots only, with the possible
exception of those with semivowel initial. Judging from the data in m y
possession, the number of roots subject to initial change is relatively very
few.
2) Initial change appears in prefixlessfiniteverbal forms of both independent and dependent modes. Persons where change m a y be expected are
a) 3rd and 4th persons, singular and plural, and 1st person plural inclusive of the affirmative independent indicative;
b) 1st person plural inclusive of the affirmative conjunct;
c) all persons of the affirmative present subjunctive.
It is important to note that in most cases initial change is not obligatory.
Not all were tested with regard to substitutability, but various examples were
collected both with and without change in the environments where change is
attested. Note, moreover, that two examples of change were collected in an
environment where initial change is not expected historically (see Table IVa,
examples in parentheses, left-hand column). Because initial change is a nonproductive feature, part of the information which must be supplied for every
root is whether or not it m a y undergo change.
3.1. T h e commonest type of initial change (about sixty-five roots) is the
insertion of a syllable /ay/ between thefirstconsonant and thefirstvowel of
the root. The syllabic nucleus of the unchanged root m a y be a single vowel or
a vowel cluster, either homophonous or heterophonous. The initial consonants
in such roots are only /p k s/ (see, however, section 3.2 below), with most
examples having /p/. N u m e r o u s examples of initial change of this type are given
in Table I of the Blackfoot examples.
3.2. W h e n a root begins morphophonemically with Q Y Q or Q y [],4 initial
change appears at the phonemic level as an /a/ increment 'prefixed' to the root.
However, since semivowels which are absolutely initial at the morphophonemic
level are phonemically zero, this m a y be regarded descriptively as the same
/ay/infix: Qy-ay-G >/ay-/.
Initial change here is apparently facultative; it m a y be restricted to specific
roots, as in the group just considered, but I cannot state this as a certainty, for
I have not tested all such roots with an informant. I give examples of initial
change of this type in Blackfoot Table H a . In Table lib are examples of a
[]Y[] root which m a y have a facultative nasal prefix when the vowel is
unchanged.
3.3. Considering the number of examples collected, the next most important
group of examples of initial change is that in which there is an alternation
between unchanged /ii/ and changed /aa/. T h e alternation appears to be facultative, for forms were collected with change both present and absent in the
same syntactic environments. Informants uniformly translate changed forms
with English past tense verbs. M e m b e r s of this group have an obligatory nasal
prefix w h e n the root is changed, but w h e n the root appears in unchanged form
the nasal prefix m a y be absent. The nasal prefix is usually present in forms in
which initial change never occurs. In effect, then, in the environment in which
change is expectable three forms m a y be found: one with change and a nasal
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prefix; and two without change, one with a nasal prefix, one without. Examples
are given in Table Ilia.
3 31 A pair of examples was collected in which the changed forms m a y be
like those of either the consonant initial group (3.1) or the group just described
(3.3). These examples are in Table M b .
4.0. The remaining types of initial change are rare, in some cases limited to a
single root.
4.1. A n alternation found in two roots has unchanged /oo/ alternating with
changed /aa/. This alternation is curious in that the changed vowel, as noted
above, may occur in an environment in which initial change is unexpected
historically. The changed vowel is obligatory, however, in those forms where
initial change is predictable historically (See Table IVa for examples.)
4.2. There is a facultative alternation in one root between unchanged /i/ and
changed /aa/. Examples of this alternation are in Table IVb.
4.3. Unchanged /o/ alternates facultatively with changed /aa/ in one root.
For examples refer to Table IVc.
4.4. There is an obligatory alternation of unchanged /i/ with changed /ii/ in
three roots. See Table IVd for examples of this alternation.
4.5. O n e root which has an obligatory alternation of unchanged /o/ with
changed /oo/ was found. Examples are in Table IVe.
4.6. The following is a recapitulation, in tabular form, of the various types of
initial change which occur in Blackfoot:
generally facultative

unchanged

changed

-ii-

-aa-aa-ay-aa-aa-

-000-

-i-0-

obligatory

-i-0-

-ii-oo-

A n interesting pattern is discernible in these different types of alternation.
Note that in the case of those alternations designated as generally facultative, the
changed vowel differs in quality in every instance, and in some instances in
quantity as well. O n the other hand, where the changed vowel differs from the
unchanged by the feature of length alone, the alternation is obligatory.
The most striking difference between initial change in Blackfoot and in the
historical counterpart is that in Blackfoot the inherited feature has spread from a
particular environment in specific dependent modes to similar environments in
the independent m o d e as well. Moreover, the occurrence of change in a few
recorded imperatives (those included in parentheses in the tables of examples)
indicates that the feature is in the process of spreading even further. Beginning
as an identifying feature of particular dependent modal forms, initial change
passed on in Blackfoot to become the mark of certain roots w h e n in initial
position in any finite verbal form, and, beyond this, a sporadically attested
tendency exists to employ initial change as the mark of the root w h e n in initial
position in any verbal form. O n the other hand, there exists a counter-tendency—
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that of the reduction of roots to a uniform shape—so that initial change has
doubtless disappeared as a latent capacity of m a n y roots, and in most roots
where the capacity continues, even with its considerably broadened scope, it is
nevertheless facultative. Those instances of obligatory initial change have
survived because the vestigial vowel alternations happen to coincide with a m u c h
wider pattern of alternations in length between initial and medial syllables.
5.0. At this point I may perhaps venture to equate various alternations of
Blackfoot with those of the Central languages. Like Menomini, Blackfoot has
an infix -ay- in all roots containing a long unchanged vowel, but also in some
instances in roots where the unchanged vowel is short today. Roots inQyfJalso
participate in this pattern in both languages. Like Ojibwa-Cree, Blackfoot has
an alternation of unchanged /ii/, changed /aa/. In Blackfoot this alternation is
found only in roots which take either a facultative or obligatory nasal prefix
when the root is initial in a construct. Also like Ojibwa-Cree, Blackfoot has an
alternation of unchanged /oo/ with changed /aa/ (post-consonantal /w/ does not
occur in Blackfoot), but in Blackfoot this alternation is found in only two k n o w n
roots.
Because all the regular vowel correspondences are not k n o w n , it is difficult to
identify the alternations in which the unchanged vowel is short with the probable
cognate features in the Central languages. It seems reasonable to equate the
Blackfoot alternation of unchanged /o/ changed /oo/ with the same alternation
in Menomini. Moreover, it is certain that at least one instance of the Blackfoot
unchanged /i/ changed /ii/ alternation belongs with the Central unchanged /a/
changed /ee/, for the Blackfoot root {sik j 'seize' is cognate with Central {sak j
having the same meaning. 5 This leaves the Blackfoot alternations of unchanged
/i/ and /o/ with changed /aa/. It is possible that these are the equivalent of
Central unchanged /e/ changed /ee/, since slightly differing earlier phonemic
environments could account for the different reflexes: *pesat-, *peesat->pisat-,
paasat-; *kwekot-, *kweekot->kokot-, kaakot-. */e/ in the environment of
*/s/>/i/, */we/>/o/; /ee/>/aa/ in the environment of a labial..
Fox examples (From paragraph 93, "Notes on the Fox Language," UAL 4.194.)
unchanged

changed

ieoa-

kisikiwa 'he grows up'
no example given
no example given
no example given

ki-Sikita 'he who is grown up'
no example given
no example given
no example given

e
i
a
o

pemiseewa 'hefliespast'
iSawiwa 'he does so'
makekinwa 'he is big'
nowiiwa 'he goes out'

peemisaaci 'when heflewpast'
eeSawiwaaci 'the way they do'
meekekineka 'the big one'
nweewiiyaanini 'whenever I go out'

Menomini examples (From paragraph 4.74, page 98, Menomini)
c«•
o;i-

no example given
no example given
p o s e w 'he embarks'
wa • pahtam 'he looks at it'
a• ''tew 'it is extinguished'
kuahnew 'he jumps'
piat 'when he comes'
ya • hpi • w 'he comes again'

no example given
no example given
payoset 'when he embarked'
waya • pahtah 'when he looked at it'
aya- 'teken 'whenever it is extinguished'
kayuahnet 'when he jumped'
payiat 'when he came'
aya • hpiat 'when he came again'
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unchanged
e
a
o

ehka-htah 'when he drinks it up'
ahsa-met 'when he feeds m e '
nato • met 'when he calls m e '
osa-me^taw 'he overdoes it'
po 9 sehkam 'he dons it'

changed
e-hkahtah 'when he drank it up'
ehsamet 'when he fed m e '
ne-tomet 'when he called m e '
we-sa-me'tat 'when he overdid it'
po- ?sehkah 'when he donned it'

Ojibwa examples (From paragraph 4.2, page 23, Eastern Ojibwa)
ka-pieya-t 'when he came here'
iki-pieya- 'he came here'
e•
te • wi • ssenit 'if he had eaten enough'teye • wi • ssenit 'when he had eaten
enough'
n w a • ntuwa • t 'when he heard him'
o • no • ntuwa • t 'if he hears him'
neya-nkeninekin 'those which are light
ana-nakan 'it is light of weight'
of weight'
e kemiwank 'if it rains'
i
no example given
a
nenkamot 'if he sings'
o
uncicuwan 'itflowsfrom there'

ke-muwank 'when it rained'
no example given
ne-nkemot 'when he sang'
w e • nceciwank 'whence it flows'

Potawatomi examples (From paragraph 7.11, "Potawatomi III", LTAL 14.139.)
(Unchanged examples are Hockett's morphophonemic forms.)
i
e
o
a
u

ki nUpot
nemot
nok-anUk
wapUmawat
U s U cUket
nUpot
o
w U c U pikUtUpes • U k
non-initial o ~ 0

ka mpot 'the one w h o died'
nemot 'the one w h o breathes'
nak • anuk 'the one I hired'
wapmawat 'the one they see'
les cuket 'how he does it'
nepot 'the dead one'
wee piktupes • uk 'why it breaks'
no example given

Cree examples (From chapter 19, p. 15, 16, 24 of Spoken Cree.)
ieo•
a-

ki-we-w 'he returns home'
me-tawe-w 'he plays'
po • siw 'he embarks'
a-hkosiw 'he is ill'

i nipa • w 'he sleeps'
itohte-w 'he goes there'
a
mawapiw 'he visits'
ayamiw 'he speaks'
o
kocihta-w 'he tries'
ohci-w 'he comes from . . .'

ka • we • t 'returning home'
miye-tawe-t 'playing'
p w a sit 'embarking'
iya-hkosit 'being ill'
ne-pa-t 'sleeping'
e • tohte • t 'going there'
me-wapit 'visiting'
e-yamit 'speaking'
kwe-cihta-t 'trying'
we • hci • t 'coming from . .

Delaware examples (From paragraphs 4.9 and 4.11, p. 148, of "Delaware, an Eastern
Algonquian Language.")
entawale-lantank 'when he is glad'
w e • we • lantank 'one w h o is glad'
ntslanku-ma 'I a m related to him'
e • lankii • m a k 'my relative'
Blackfoot examples
Table I
1. painixkaawa 'it is sore'
2.
pakkixkaani 'bursting, rupturing'
3. nitsipaotsimawa 'I spurned him'
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payainixkaawa 'it hurt'
payakkixkaawa 'it burst; blowout
(tire)'
payaotsimiiwa 'he spurned him'
(payaotsisa 'spurn thou him!')

4.

unchanged

changed

nitsipii 'I entered'
piiminowaainiki 'when, if you folks
enter'

payiima 'he entered'
payiiminowaainiki 'when, if you folks
enter'
payo9si 'that w e entered'
payiskiwa 'he empounded bison'
payissimay 'he patched, quilted it'
pay66nixkaawa 'it is broken'
pay66nixkaasi 'when, if it gets broken'
pay6 7 taawa 'he built a fire'
payottskaawa 'he choked'

5. nitaipiski 'I empound bison'
6.
aipssimay 'he patches, quilts it'
7.
iip66nixkaawa 'it is broken'
poonixkaasi 'when, if it is broken'
8.
po7taani 'cookingfire,stove'
9.
nitaipottska 'I choke'
pottskaani 'choking'
10.
aiksiskaaxkoyiiway 'he nudges him'
ksiskaaxkookit 'nudge thou m e '
11.
aiksPsoowa 'he goes out of sight'
12.
kbipdt 'fear thou!'
aiko'pomma 'he fears'
k d ' p o m m a 'he fears'
k6 ? p6si 'when, if he fears'
13.
saamit 'hunt thou!'
saam?ssini 'hunting'
14.
nitsaataki 'I miss in shooting'
saatakiwa 'he missed'
15.
saskinaani 'cough, coughing'
aisaskinaawa 'he coughs'
16.
sattsinimmay 'she slit it'
sattsinit 'slit thou it!'
17.
aisi^katsiiway 'he kicks at him'
si">kat66miininiki 'when, if you kick
at it'
18.
sikkoxsakit 'render thou grease!'
19.
aisootomakiwa 'he snorts'
Table Ha • y D
1.
nitaaxkoomoxsi 'I vowed'
2.
nit66xki?pa 'I waited for it'
nitaiyooxki">pa 'I wait for it'
3.
nit66xsinyaawa 'I killed him'
nitaiyooxsinyaawa 'I'm killing him'

kayiskaaxkoyiiway 'he nudged him'
(kayiskaaxkookit 'nudge thou me!')
kayi^soowa 'he went out of sight'
kay69pomma 'he got scared'
kayo?po?sii 'that we feared'
saaamiwa 'he hunts, he went hunting'

sayaatakiwa 'he missed'
sayaskinaawa 'he coughed'
sayattsinimmay 'she slit it'
sayi'katsiiway 'he kicked at him'
sayi9katooxsi 'that w e kicked it'
sayikkoxsoyiwa 'it (grease) is rendered'
say66tomakiwa 'he snorted'

ayaaxkoomoxsiwa 'he made a vow*
ay66xkimayi 'he (obv.) waited for it'
ay66xsiniiway 'he killed him'

[]YD
4.

5.
6.

7.

ayiistsinitakiwa 'he cut'
nitaiyiistsinitaki 'I cut'
ayiistsini7pa 'it got cut'
iistsini^si 'that it was cut'
iistsinPki 'when, if it gets cut'
nitsissitoo^pa 'I hit it with a missile' ayissitoomay 'he shot it'
issitoot 'hit thou it with a missile'
ayissksipistakiwa 'he tied up'
nitafyissksipistaki 'I tie'
ayissksipi9pa 'it was tied'
ayissksipPsi 'that it got tied up'
ayooxkoyiiway 'he covered him
nits66xkoyaawa 'I covered him
(a vessel)'
(a vessel)'
(ay66xkoyiisa 'cover thou him!')
66xkoyiisa 'cover thou him!'
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changed

unchanged
8.
9.

aiyo'kaawa 'he sleeps'
o'kaasi 'when, if he slept'
nits6?kyaawa 'I locked him up'
nitaiyo'kyaaki 'I close'
6?kiisa 'lock thou him up!'

Table lib
miistapaoo^pa 'we went away'
1
miistapaapiksi?si 'that it was thrown
away'
iistsipiiway 'he kidnapped her'
miistapoot 'go thou away!'
Table Hla
iinaaniwa 'he owns property'
1.
miinaanatoot 'own thou it!' (Tims)
niinixkatoomay 'he calls upon it'
niinixkatsisa 'call thou upon him!'
iinixkatoot 'call thou upon it!'
iinoyiiway 'he saw him'
niin66sa 'see thou him!'
(noonoyiiway 'he saw him')
4. niipoyiwa 'he stops, stands still'
nitsip6yi 'I stopped'
niipoyit 'stop thou!'
5. niistsikim'?siiway 'he melted him
(metal)'
niistsikim'sakssini 'welding'
niistsikim'sisa 'melt thou him!'

ay6%aoo?si 'that w e slept'
ayo9kiiway 'he locked him up'

ayiistapaoo^pa 'we went away'
ayiistapaapiksi'pa 'it was thrown
away'

naanaaniwa 'he owned property'
naanaayo ? pa 'we owned'
naanixkatawa 'he called him'

naanoyiiway

'he saw him'

naapoyiwa

'he stopped, stood still'

naatsikim'siiway

'he melted him
(metal)*

Table m b
1.
2.

nitsip66kaki 'I awaken, wake up'
niipookakit 'wake thou up!'
iipotsimatsiiway 'he poisoned him'
niipotsimatsisa 'poison thou him!'

payookakiwa

'he woke up'

payotsimatsiiway 'he poisoned him'
naapotsimatsiiway 'he poisoned him'

Table IVa
1.

2.

nitsiponixtakkowa 'I got paid'
poonixtatsisa 'pay thou him!'
iiponooxkiwa 'he lost his animal'
poonota?sit 'sell thou thy horse!'
aikoxpiiwa 'he swells up'

pdanixtatoomay 'he paid for it'
(paanixtatsisa 'pay thou him!')
paanooxkatsiiwa 'he lost his animal'
paanota'siwa 'he sold his horse'
kaaxpiiwa 'it is swollen'
(kaaxplyit 'swell thou!')

Table IVb
1.

pisatsistotooka

'he put a spell on me' paasatsistotowawa

'he put a spell on
him'

pisatskaa'ssini 'conjuring, tricks'
Table TVc
1.
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aaksikokotowa 'it will freeze over'
kokotowa 'ice'

kaakotowa

'it froze over'

Table IVd
unchanged

changed

1. siksipisa 'bite thou him!' siiksipiiway 'he bit him'
sikstakssini 'biting, a bite'
sikstakiwa 'he bites; pliers'
2.
sitok6ot 'go into the middle,
siitokoowa 'he went into the middle,
go into town!'
he went into town'
3.
simit 'drink thou!'
aisimiwa 'he drinks'
siimiwa 'he drank'
sim^ssini 'a drink'
Table IVe
1.
sokinisa

'doctor thou him!'

sookiniiway

'he doctored him'

NOTES

i ". .. initial change, a modification of the first vowel of the verb stem . . ." (paragraph 45, "
quian"). Bloomfield's earliest published use of the term was in paragraph 93 of "Notes on the
Fox Language," and the later retained the term with the same meaning in his grammars of
Eastern Ojibwa and Menomini.
M y research on Blackfoot was made possible by grants from the Survey of California
Indian Languages and from the American Council of Learned Societies. This support is
gratefully acknowledged.
2
A Concise Blackfoot Grammar, Amsterdam, 1938. Since Uhlenbeck disregarded vowel length almost
entirely (cf., his remarks on vowel length, Grammar, p. 2), he never discovered some of the
types of initial change which occur in the language. Other examples of initial change are confused with aspect (cf., for example paragraphs 74, 81, 89). In one place (paragraph 114, remarks
about "stand") he speaks of "vocalic intermutation," but he made no effort to isolate this
particular type of morphophonemic alternation for closer analysis. This and other shortcomings are the inevitable result of analysis done far from informants and after the lapse of
years.
3
The same statement is also given by Ellis in "The So-Called Interrogative Order in Cree," Int. J. of
Am. Linguistics, vol. 27, p. 123, fn. 17. Note, however, that there is an error in this table:
a- >eya- should read a- >iya-.
4
A root-initial Q Y [] or f] y [] is posited for those roots which have a /y/ in phonemic forms when an
immediately preceding morph ends in a vowel. W h e n an immediately preceding morph ends
in a consonant, the two differ in their phonemic representation. Q y D in this environment is
represented by /o/. Q Y [] is /y/ following D P rn n [], providing a back vowel follows the
morphophonemic semivowel. If Q Y Q is preceded at the morphophonemic level by (J k • or
[] t [], the latter appear at the phonemic level as /ks/ and /ts/ respectively, but Q Y [] is not otherwise evidenced since the sequence /syV/ does not occur. Both appear as /&/ at the phonemic
level in word-initial position.
D Y D is identical in its characteristics to Q I Q, and the two are in complementary distribution: Q I 0 occurs between consonants, (J Y • between vowels or between a consonant and a
vowel, i.e., one is syllabic, the other is non-syllabic. Different symbols are used in order to
avoid ambiguity when both syllabic and non-syllabic Q I D occur in sequence.
5
Cf., *sakipweewa 'he bites him,' Menomini sakiipiiw 'he bites him,' Shawnee ne(?akipwa 'I bite him,'
Blackfoot aisiksipiiwai 'he bites him,' siiksipiiwai 'he bit him'; all but Blackfoot forms are
from "Algonquian," reconstruction number 311.
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